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Defining and classifying market sizing questions

Market Sizing: Overview

Market sizing questions aim to understand the size of a market in a specific time period through 

problem solving and logical assumptions

Define the Ask The Calculation Tree

Break down the problem 

down from top-to-bottom 

in a systematic manner. 

Define the Market Assumptions and Calculations

Sanity Check

Identify variables, 

including geography, 

time period, or any other 

uncertainties.

Use assumptions to 

assign numerical value to 

different levels of the tree 

and calculate final total

Identify and clarify exactly 

what item you are looking 

to size. 

Reflect and verify that 

market size actually makes

logical sense.

. 

Typical Market Sizing Process 
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

1. Define the Ask

The Ask: 
How many chocolate bars are sold in 

Kingston? 

This will be done by the interviewer and will effectively just be the question posed to 

you at the beginning of the market sizing question. Always feel free to clarify the scope 

if you do not fully understand it. 
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

2. Define the Market

Interviewee: What time frame are we looking at? 
Are you covering all sizes of chocolate bars equally? 

This step acts as an extension of the previous one and ensures you fully understand

what you are set to calculate before you begin the analysis. You do not always need to 

ask questions if you do not have any but try to proactively think of considerations that 

may arise so that you do not have to change your approach midway. A common 

example of defining the market is for market sizing questions about sales, when an 

interviewee can ask whether they are calculating volume or dollar sales 

Interviewer: One year and yes, treat all size of 
chocolate bars the same.
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

3. The Calculation Tree

Take your time in this step as it is critical to the success of your market sizing exercise. 

Think about the different ways you can break down the market and develop a tree like 

this on paper. For our interview, you will have to talk through your tree and 

communicate it verbally but we still recommend writing it down on paper, so it is 

organized in your head to make communicating it easy. As you can see, at this stage,

don’t assign any numbers to the tree. 

Total Population 

Health Nuts Chocolate Consumers

High FrequencyMed. FrequencyLow. Frequency

While the below example is rather 

simple, you can take your answer to 

the next level by being creative and 

more detailed (i.e., make month of 

October (Halloween) a separate 

section)
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

4A. Make Assumptions

Assign numerical values to your different variables using assumptions. These figures 

don’t need to be correct –- in fact, there is no right answer – but they just need to 

explained using logic and reason. Feel free to use personal experience or anecdotal 

evidence, but also try to root your evidence in defensible logic. For example, as seen 

above using a friend group as proxy for the percent of chocolate consumers is okay 

but a more logic driven backup, in this case such as demographics, is even better 

Total Population 

Health Nuts Chocolate Consumers

High FrequencyMed. FrequencyLow. Frequency

120,000

75%25%

30% 60% 10%

While not necessary, feel free to research 

basic numbers such as Kingston’s, 

Queen’s and Canada’s population to 

make the first assumption much easier

I.e., justify through anecdotal 

experience in friend groups; 

consider Kingston demographics –

elderly population that may eat

fewer chocolate bars

While coming up with

these may seem 

arbitrary, try to provide 

some logic and backing 

to them

1 / month 1 / week 1 / day
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

4B. Perform Calculations to Arrive at Final Figure

Total Population 

Health Nuts Chocolate Consumers (90k)

High FrequencyMed. FrequencyLow. Frequency

120,000

90k30k

27k 54k 9k

1 / month = 
27,000 / month

1 / week = 
54,000 / week or est. 

200,000 / month

1 / day =
9k / day or est. 

270,000 / month 

Total Per Month = 30,000 (rounded) + 200,000 + 270,000 = 300,000
Total Per Year = 300,000 * 12 = 3,600,000

Round where necessary to make 

calculations easier (i.e., 27k to 30k 

in the addition which makes 

multiplying by 12 easier). But try 

not to excessively round (i.e., you 

don’t need to round 90k to 100k)
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An Illustrative Market Sizing Example

5. Sanity Check Your Answer

The final step is taking a step back and reassessing whether the answer you got makes 

logical sense. If you think it does, great! If you don’t think so, tell us why you think your 

number is too low or high and point out what assumption may have caused this. It’s 

totally okay to say your figure seems off based on a sanity check – it shows you can 

think critically about solutions you develop and identify where you went wrong.

Interviewee Final Answer: 3,600,000 chocolate bars  

Interviewee Sanity Check: That seems a little high as it
suggests roughly 30 chocolate bars / Kingston resident which

seems like its a bit much. I may have overestimated the 
number of high frequency users. 
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General Tips and Suggestions
Best practices to ensure a successful interview 

Biggest Key: Communicate

Consistently communicate your thought processes to the interviewer. Even as you 

are thinking about how you want to structure the problem, verbalize what 

considerations are going through your mind. As you build out the structure, walk the 

interviewers through the different levels of your tree. The market sizing exercise is all 

about seeing how candidates think so communicating your structure and your 

assumptions is key to success!

Don’t Rush Into It

Sometime candidates feel the need to rush right into building a structure and doing 

calculations. Take your time to consider all the different considerations and ways you 

can break down the problem. Then build out your tree before assigning any 

numbers to it. After seeing your full tree, you can make changes to it and then go 

about making assumptions and performing calculations. 

Be Confident in Your Assumptions

Don’t worry if your assumptions are off, as long as you clearly explain your logic 

behind them. Be confident in them and be willing to defend them if the interviewers 

ask about them. With that said, at the end of the market sizing, sanity check your 

answer and identify assumptions that may have been off and explain why. 
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Additional Resource
Alternative Resource with Good Description of Market Sizing

https://mconsultingprep.com/case-interview-market-

sizing-guesstimate/

MyConsultingPrep:

This is a great additional resource which echoes much of what as described here and 

provides some additional context. Please note that the example questions under this 

link are harder than what you can expect in the interview – visit the Resource Package 

on our website for more representative example questions. 

https://mconsultingprep.com/case-interview-market-sizing-guesstimate/?fbclid=IwAR34JyITMQnGvJCvU8uFL0-b1kAeT8HWN4mkd2ivdZJZ_2di3fbGfkM8EUQ

